
Noted as one of the "World’s Best Secret Islands" by the BBC's travel and culture documentary "Lonely Planet", the
Ssese Islands on Lake Victoria comprise of 84 small islands, the second largest of which is Bukasa. With very few
inhabitants, Bukasa Island boasts many natural forests, grasslands, beaches, a natural waterfall with plunge pool
and a unique tranquility surrounded by beautiful and interesting �ora and fauna.

The Serendipity Holiday Resort Welcomes You To Lake Victoria
Set in over 100 acres of privately own land the Serendipity Holiday Resort is the perfect getaway for peace,
tranquility, luxury and escapism. However, we also o�er a whole range of activities from a variety of water
sports through to nature walks, �shing and safari excursions. Simply put, we cater for your requirements...

Your Lake Victoria Experience Starts Here!

With a range of accommodation from luxury camping
pods to exquisite African style self contained
apartments. Beach front or woodland locations and all
distributed to ensure privacy without compromising
the beautiful views and surroundings... Read more...

Accommodation

Breathtaking tranquility awaits you in the surrounding
beauty and nature of Bukasa Island's beaches and
forests. Flowers, plants, scenery and wildlife are all
great natural attractions with a variety of birds and
home to the Vervet Monkeys... Read more...

Island Beauty

Facilities Activities
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All accommodation suites have a private shower (or
bath in some cases), a TV with pre-loaded movies,
series and music, plus a mini fridge, tea making
facilities and WiFi. Onsite shops, lounge areas, bars,
restaurant, medical centre, choice of pools... 

Read more...

Enjoy Bukasa Island nature walks, guided trails, quad
trekking, Ssese Island excursions, jet skiing, banana
boat rides, freedom �yer exhilaration, the Seabreacher
experience, table tennis, volleyball, �shing, and much
more - or simply relax... Read more...

The Ssese Islands have wildlife sanctuaries which we
can take you to or we can arrange spectacular Safari
excursions on the mainland. We have our own water
and land transportation and a member of sta� can
accompany you on any excursion... Read more...

Safari Uganda

Bukasa Island is approx. 65km from Entebbe airport
Uganda where major airlines �y to. Choose the ferry
crossing to Kalangala, a boat ride from Kasenyi, a plane
from Kajjansi or use our very own hovercraft to reach
your destination... Read more...

Transportation

Download Our Site PDF Version

Serendipity Holid…
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Location

“Safari And Cultural Excursions”

“All Year Round Sunshine”

“Seclusion With Activities”

“Natural Beauty And Wildlife”

“Authentic African Styling”

“Tailored Personal Services”

“One Of The World’s Secret Islands”

Book Today… +34 634 325 196

Features

Speak to Charity or Steve today.

Contact us
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All of our accommodation suites have been carefully placed from beach to woodland locations and blend
seamlessly into the beauty of the island in such a way as to provide total privacy with ample surrounding outdoor
space for your relaxation, and all just a short pleasant walk to the main resort areas. Each situated to provide
excellent views and serenity.

Ugandan Authenticity With A European Blend
The Serendipity Holiday Resort is a family run concern and brings together a perfect blend of African

tradition with modern European touches. Comprising of 6 luxury camping pods, 4 exquisite apartments and
4 luxury apartments with exceptional extras. All accommodation suites are fully self contained...

Quality, Comfort & African Excellence
Serene Pods

We have two styles of Pod accommodation and they
are equally built to high quality standards with all that
you need to relax in comfort. Each with a double bed,
TV with pre-loaded movies, series and music, tea
making facilities, small lounge seating area, balcony
with great views, shower, toilet and basin, and WiFi.
These pods give the feel of luxury camping with no
compromise to quality for those on a budget but want
the experience. 

Room Rates Per Night: £30 / €35 / $42 / UGX 150k 
Discounted Weekly Rates Available

African Apartments

With a look and feel of authentic African styling with
unique wooden features these holiday apartments
o�er plenty of open plan space with a king size bed, a
large lounge area, dining area, en-suite with a bath and
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shower, and not forgetting the open decked �oor
balcony with outdoor seating. TV with pre-loaded
movies, series and music, tea making facilities, fridge
and WiFi. Surrounded by naturally beautiful views, ideal
for relaxation. 

Room Rates Per Night: £80 / €92 / $114 / UGX 410k 
Discounted Weekly Rates Available

Serendipity Suites

Our luxury suites o�er even more open plan space,
with a king size bed, a large lounge area, dining area,
o�ce desk, en-suite with a bath and shower, decked
balcony with outdoor seating, TV with pre-loaded
movies, series and music, tea making facilities, fridge
and WiFi. In addition, you can relax day or night in your
very own balcony jacuzzi or plunge pool and enjoy
waiter service for food and drinks delivered to your
suite. 

Room Rates Per Night: £175 / €200 / $245 / UGX 900k
Discounted Weekly Rates Available

All bed linen and towels are included and changed daily and all rooms are �tted with mosquito nets where
required. Hot water is readily available and WiFi can be picked up at any main location. You can also enjoy snacks,
main meals and beverages at any of our outdoor lounge areas, at any of our pool areas, bars, the restaurant, your
accommodation area or we can even set up a table for you on the beach for that romantic touch or for just pure
relaxation as you enjoy the views and ambiance of Bukasa Island.

We Offer More

Location

“Safari And Cultural Excursions”

“All Year Round Sunshine”

“Seclusion With Activities”

“Natural Beauty And Wildlife”

“Authentic African Styling”

Features

Speak to Charity or Steve today.

Contact us
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Ssese island nature provides a home to many species of birds including hornbills, turacos, barbets, �ycatchers,
king�shers, �sh eagles, weavers, pelicans and robin-chats among others. The animals on the islands include the
vervet monkey, bushbuck, monitor lizards, otters and black and white colobus and hippos and more. A sanctuary of
chimpanzees is found on one of the islands. The islands are blessed with serene sandy beaches, palm trees, exotic
plants, �owers and trees.

Bukasa Island Nature Is The Heartbeat Of Serendipity
For such a small island, Bukasa packs a wealth of tranquility, wildlife and natural, unspoiled, breathtaking
beauty. Also known as "The Fortune Of Africa" it is easy to see why. Enjoy leisurely island nature walks by

yourself or on one of our guided island tours and you can even take a dip at the island's waterfall and plunge
pool.

Live Life At Your Pace
Birds
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Animals

Why would a landlocked African nation appear on a list of desert islands? Thank Lake Victoria. The Ssese Islands tick
all the right boxes for an island paradise - golden beaches, whispering palm trees, exotic �ora and fauna - they just
happen to be in the middle of Africa's largest lake.

Scenery
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Plants

We also o�er Quad Trekking around the island, trips to other islands including the Chimpanzee Sanctuary at
Ngamba and even Safari's for the more adventurous...

Location

“Safari And Cultural Excursions”

“All Year Round Sunshine”

“Seclusion With Activities”

“Natural Beauty And Wildlife”

“Authentic African Styling”

“Tailored Personal Services”

“One Of The World’s Secret Islands”

Features

Speak to Charity or Steve today.

Contact us
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The Serendipity Holiday Resort o�ers comprehensive facilities with attention to detail regarding our services, resort
layout, decor, customer care and thoughtful distribution of our accommodation, bars, restaurant, outdoor lounge
areas, conference/function suits, pools, shops etc. in order to ensure privacy and beautiful surrounding space for
each building.

Business Conferences, Weddings And Functions
Why not hold your conference or business meeting with a di�erence, or get married with a beach setting, or

hold your own private party or event on Bukasa Island? We have two function suites, both with spacious
surrounding grounds suitable for marquees and we can even take care of all your catering requirements too.

A Choice Of Locations At The Serendipity
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With locally handmade authentic African gifts, crafts, jewellery, sculpture, clothing and art individually made and
supplied by creative Ugandan talent.

Onsite Shops

As well as our quality restaurant food, we also provide regular traditional barbecues on a grand scale for both meat
and �sh lovers. Enjoy your feast on the beach!

Ugandan BBQ

If you workout regularly, then you still can in our modestly equipped mini gym or maybe you would like to pamper
yourself with a spa, massage or beauty treatment.

Gym And Spa

Whatever You Require
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We o�er a wide variety of activities including water sports, beach fun, cultural and safari excursions as well as island
nature walks and exploration. There are also events and activities on some of the other Ssese Islands to which we
can transport you to. The choice is yours, whether to simply relax and take in the island beauty and the Serendipity
Holiday Resort facilities or mix it up with some exhilarating experiences of African life.

Activities at the Serendipity Holiday Resort Lake Victoria
Here are just a few things on o�er right on your doorstep and there is even more to o�er with excursions to
the mainland. We are here to ensure that your stay with us will be a most memorable one, so please do not

hesitate in asking us to accommodate your sightseeing and holiday needs...

Exhilarating Water Sports!

Get the thrill of taking a ride in a Seabreacher or even on it! You can jet across the surface, dive under the water and
leap out again, as well as roll, twist and turn at incredible speed.

Seabreacher

Jetovator
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Fly high above the water like a jet pack astronaut on a Jetovator which generates water pressure through a jet ski
hose so that you can �y at all angles and even dive in and out of the water.

The Freedom Flyer is an adapted Jetovator which not only gives a di�erent �ying sensation but can also be used for
the less physically abled person and can perform all the same stunts.

Freedom Flyer

With the sensation of a parachute you shall be lifted to view inspiring heights safely above the beauty of Lake
Victoria as you are controlled by the speed boat which is towing you around.

Parascending

Providing fun and laughter with this all time classic water ride on the Banana Boat. Fun for all ages! Take a trip with
friends or family, either way it's simply a fun time to share.

Banana Boat
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Having fun on the water with friends couldn't be easier than with the hire of a Jet Ski. Control where you go at your
own speed, explore, take in the views, relax or race around...

Jet Skis

Island Activities Are Just As Fun!

As well as providing spectacular views from one of the forest regions, you can also enjoy the thrill of our zip wires
as you descend over great heights across the beauty of the natural terrain.

Zip Wires

Explore Bukasa Island with some sporty fun as you do so, by going on one of our quad trekking trips guiding you to
all the best view points and stopping to see the wildlife and plants.

Quad Trekking
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Or Slow Down The Pace...

Escape the world, forget about exciting sports activities and return to nature on one of our Bukasa Island Tours and
truly take in all that mother earth has to o�er as you enjoy island walks.

Nature Walks

Choose whether to �sh from the shore line or out on a boat, day or night, either way you are set to enjoy yourself
as you relax, �shing for Tilapia and you can even eat whatever you catch.

Fishing

Take time out from your relaxation and enjoy some light recreation such as Table Tennis, Court Tennis or Volleyball,
or simply enjoy watching the world go by at one of our beach bars or pool sides.

And There's More...
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So far discovered by few tourists, Uganda is still virtually untouched and pure, a country of many surprises with
rolling hills, sparkling crater lakes, abundant wildlife and of course the endangered Mountain Gorillas. Uganda is
still authentically African, lush green and home to the friendliest people on the continent. See elephants, bu�aloes,
hippos, zebras, gira�es, gorillas, lions and so much more...

An Amazing Choice Of Safari Tours Awaits You
Simply put, Uganda o�ers a whole range of Safari Tours on the mainland including National Parks at Bwindi,
Queen Elizabeth, Kibale, Bigodi Swamp and Mount Elgon, just to name a few. Plus we can arrange them for

you, accompany you and transport you there and back.

Tailor Made Safari's To Suit Your Taste
Uganda Safari
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Wildlife

Local Culture
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Scenery

Beautiful scenery, comfortable weather year-round and above all, friendly people that will make your holiday a
journey to remember. Besides, Uganda has such a wealth of attractions that a single visit will not be enough to
discover all its wonders… Please remember that we can tailor any safari to your speci�c needs and budget.

Location

“Safari And Cultural Excursions”

“All Year Round Sunshine”

“Seclusion With Activities”

“Natural Beauty And Wildlife”

“Authentic African Styling”

“Tailored Personal Services”

Features

Speak to Charity or Steve today.

Contact us
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There are a few options of transportation to get to the Serendipity Holiday Resort and all of them are relatively
inexpensive, however, time is the issue as some methods can prove to be seemingly never ending, which is not
what you want after a long �ight to Entebbe. But there is no need to despair because we are here to assist and can
even be waiting for you as you step o� of the plane, meet and greet you and transport you direct.

We Have The Only Private Hovercraft On Lake Victoria
Use our VIP service! We can collect you from Entebbe and taxi you to the coast where you can board our very
own private hovercraft which seats up to 25 passengers. Faster than the ferry and local boats, it will take you

direct to the beach area of the Serendipity Holiday resort.

Transportation Options From Entebbe

Our hovercraft makes several trips back and forth to
the mainland and to some of the other Ssese Islands
on a daily basis, however, our priority is always to our
guests. 

The journey from the coast of Entebbe (at the landing
area of Kisubi) to the Serendipity Holiday Resort is
approximately 70 minutes compared to the 3.5 hour
trip by ferry which will still only take you to Kalangala. 

At the main reception area at the Serendipity Holiday
Resort we always display and notify guests of our
hovercrafts movements so that we can accommodate
any requests which you may have.

Ferry

The Ferry from Nakiwogo, Entebbe to Kalangala on the
main island of Bugala only runs once per day and takes
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about 3.5hrs for the crossing. This is very cheap but
often crowded and can be uncomfortable.

From Kalangala it is possible to hire a small local boat
in order to continue your journey to Bukasa Island or
we can make arrangements for you. The second leg of
your journey may take another hour or more. So
although this process is very cheap, it is also very tiring
and time consuming.

Boat

It is possible to hire a private boat from the Kasenyi
landing site to Banda Island, there are small wooden
boats departing from Kasenyi, a �shing village 7km o�
Entebbe-Kampala road. Likewise it is also possible to
hire a private boat from Kisubi which is closer to
Entebbe airport but further away from Bukasa Island. 

Private boat hire is generally readily available though
negotiated prices may vary. Travel times on private
boats may also vary just as the comfort levels may vary
too.

Local Plane

About 40 minutes drive from Entebbe airport is the
small plane airport of Kajjansi where you can hire a
private �ight to the landing strip on Bukasa Island and
we can meet you on arrival. These are small aircraft
and �ying time is only about 30 minutes and the views
can be spectacular. 

Some pilots operate as individual businesses and
others are part of a larger group. Though this maybe
the quickest way to get to Bukasa Island, it is also the
most expensive and be prepared to negotiate.

If you require assistance or have any questions relating to your journey to the secret island of Bukasa, please do
not hesitate in contacting us prior to your arrival and we shall assist and advise, or we can simply organise
everything on your behalf.

Location

“Safari And Cultural Excursions”

“All Year Round Sunshine”

“Seclusion With Activities”

Features

Speak to Charity or Steve today.

Contact us
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We are currently updating our online booking system and reservation calendars for a swifter process experience
for you. In the meantime, please contact us via email or WhatsApp: +34 634 325 196 to make your reservation
enquiries. Payments can still be made via PayPal, World Remit or bank transfer and we can advice in response to
your enquiry.

Plan Your Serendipity Holiday
Set out below are full listings of prices and price guides in order to assist with your holiday planning and
booking. We trust that this will provide you with insight, information and considerations as you plan your

perfect African getaway. Please do not hesitate in contacting us with any questions. Thank you...

Pricing Information For Your Booking

All prices are per room not per person and inclusive of
traditional Ugandan and continental bu�et style
breakfast. 

Pod Room Per Night Sleep 2 Persons
£30 / €35 / $42 / UGX 150k
Weekly Rate:
£150 / €175 / $210 / UGX 750k

African Apartment Per Night Sleeps 2-4 Persons
£80 / €92 / $114 / UGX 410k
Weekly Rate:
£400 / €460 / $570 / UGX 2m50k

Serendipity Suite Per Night Sleeps 2-4 Persons
£175 / €200 / $245 / UGX 900k
Weekly Rate:
£825 / €1,000 / $1,225 / UGX 4.5m

Accommodation

We have listed some of the main items with an
indication of starting prices in order to assist with your
budget.

Snacks and drinks from:
£1 / €1.15 / $1.40 / UGX 5k

3 Course menu from:
£15 / €17 / $21 / UGX 76k

Spa treatments from:
£20 / €23 / $28 / UGX 100k

BBQ nights from:
£10 / €11 / $14 / UGX 50k

Function suite hire from:
£75 / €85 / $105 / UGX 380k

Extra Facilities
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Our WiFi, Mini Gym, Fishing, guided Nature Walks and Poolside Services are FREE, as are activities such as table
tennis, court tennis, volleyball and other such recreational facilities. Personal 24/7 VIP on hand waiter services can
be arrange either on a daily basis or for your entire stay and price will depend on your requirements.

With a wide range of activities the choice is yours and
we have no set times so you can enjoy these at your
leisure.

Seabreacher ride per hour:
£30 / €35 / $42 / UGX 150k

Jotovator / Freedom Flyer per hour:
£20 / €23 / $28 / UGX 100k

Parascending per ride:
£10 / €11 / $14 / UGX 50k

Banana Boat per ride:
£10 / €11 / $14 / UGX 50k

Jet Ski per hour:
£20 / €23 / $28 / UGX 100k

Zip Wire per session:
£10 / €11 / $14 / UGX 50k

Quad Trekking per 2 hour session:
£25 / €28 / $35 / UGX 125k

Activities

We o�er an extensive array of excursions both island
and mainland based, all tailored to suit your
requirements.

Island hopping boat rides from:
£10 / €11 / $14 / UGX 50k

Safari Tours from:
£400 / €460 / $560 / UGX 2m

Full 3 Day Safari Tours from:
£1,000 / €1,130 / $1,380 / UGX 5m

Hovercraft to the mainland:
£10 / €11 / $14 / UGX 50k

Lake Victoria Nature Baot Tours hour:
£20 / €23 / $28 / UGX 100k

Quad Trek Bukasa Island Half Day Tour:
£30 / €35 / $42 / UGX 150k

Day Trip To Entebbe or Kampala:
£25 / €28 / $35 / UGX 125k

Excursions

Because there are so many options to choose from regarding your holiday plans, activities and excursions it is
simply not possible to list everything. We also aim to tailor your stay at the Serendipity Holiday Resort to suit your
desires, requirements and budget, so please do not hesitate in asking any questions or requests, we shall be
pleased to assist, advise and even arrange things for you...

Information

Buy Your Serendipity Timeshare
Yes, we are so convinced that you will love our resort so much that you will want to come back time and time again,
so why not save money and guarantee your permanently secured accommodation to use when you like. It's
simple... just choose from one of three accommodation styles and pay a larger one o� up front fee and it's yours!
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Island Pod

Timeshare Price:

£4,200 / €4,800
$5,900 / UGX 22m

SAVING YOU 30%
- For 4 weeks per year.
- For a 10 year period.
- No annual maintenance fee.
- No cleaning fee.
- Timeshare buy back option.
- Timeshare reseller option.

African Apartment

Timeshare Price:

£10,400 / €11,900
$14,600 / UGX 54m

SAVING YOU 35%
- For 4 weeks per year.
- For a 10 year period.
- No annual maintenance fee.
- No cleaning fee.
- Timeshare buy back option.
- Timeshare reseller option.

Serendipity Suite

Timeshare Price:

£19,800 / €22,600
$27,800 / UGX 102m

SAVING YOU 40%
- For 4 weeks per year.
- For a 10 year period.
- No annual maintenance fee.
- No cleaning fee.
- Timeshare buy back option.
- Timeshare reseller option.

All property Timeshares are based on a �exible four week term in any full week combinations and are transferable,
so you may even rent your own accommodation unit out to friends or family if you are not using your full
allocation. We have other options available so please enquire.

Download Our Site PDF Version
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